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China mainland in 1978. The PRC
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National People Congress also passed the

occur. Taiwan entered the WTO within one
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principle however they wish (Roberge/Lee,
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and

through

ambitions of Mao Zedong and Beijing’s

intermediate destinations, such as HK or

nationalist view of united China did not

Macau.

contribute much to resolve the cross-strait

A major mediation approach has been

conflict, neither did it soothe the already

established as a communiqué within that

tensioned bilateral understanding of China

period. Referred to as the 1992 Consensus,

and the US.

it states that there is only one China, but
China and Taiwan can interpret that

(Source: http://www.economist.com/)

Despite those diplomatic frictions the

Due to the ambiguity of cross-strait

cross-strait economic relationship is fairly

relations with China as an economic super

well developed, making China the largest

power on the one hand as well as former

trading partner of Taiwan. Also the daily

colonialized, new free and democratic

direct

and

Taiwan on the other hand a mutual

Taiwan are on a constant rise (Economist,

solution is still to be agreed upon.

2011).

Referring to the 1992 Consensus both

flights

between

mainland

Recent discussions about the defending

countries interpret their own culture and

arms providing commitment of the US

political development as the predominant

towards Taiwan are not contributing to

for whole China, which might not be the

soothe bi- or even trilateral frictions.

best approach for their further diplomatic

‘Taiwanese are accustomed to having more

forthcoming.

than 1,500 Chinese missiles aimed at the
island, but so too are they used to the
comforting balm of U.S. support.’ (The
Wallstreet Journal, 2011)
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